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Feed the Machine (Post Apocalyptic Science Fiction) 2016-02-26

feed the machine or die welcome to cago a small town protected by three electrified fences the people within eke out an existence scavenging in
the scour the wasteland of ruined junk and twisted metal that is all that remains of the old world they are forced to feed the machine to
fulfill their yearly quota or be ripped to pieces by the silver mechanical bugs that live within it in this broken future three siblings are
fighting to fill the quota time rapidly counting down to the yearly feed if they fail they ll be forced to sell themselves to fat man a brutal
tyrant to survive their father is long gone vanishing one night with all their wealth throwing his family into poverty their mother scrapes
out a living carting waste for the rich ash is marching out into the scour a deadly place inhabited by scabs bloodthirsty cannibals and
hazels monsters of meat and circuitry that stalk the night a fallen missile is his last hope nola has a plan that relies on seduction or
violence she doesn t care much which if it gets them free silver youngest and struggling with a mind that turns its sharpest knives inward has
a bigger plan than any of them one that could not only free them but possibly change the world a new dystopian science fiction novel from
mathew ferguson

Blood and Frost 2021-11-15

nobody thrills like nicholson does nobody j a konrath origin the thrilling conclusion to the zapheads post apocalyptic series five months
after a doomsday solar event mackie dailey has settled in with a group of survivors at a remote college campus mackie is haunted by his
former life as a hired gun for ruthless drug lord lucas krider but even the apocalypse offers no escape from the past krider has established
his own camp and preys on mackie s addiction and rage but their personal battle is buried in a larger war with the mutant zapheads who
threaten the extinction of the human race then a mysterious infant turns their world upside down can mackie save his friends and help them
build a better future or will he destroy them all in his quest for revenge look for the other post apocalyptic series in the zapheads universe
after and next always surprises and always entertains jonathan maberry patient zero one of the most thrilling writers working today blake
crouch wayward pines keywords dystopian science fiction horror thriller mutants crime action adventure j l bourne justin cronin brian keene
walking dead zombies post apocalyptic survival horror doomsday fiction guillermo del toro fallout david wellington technothriller
military science fiction t w piperbrook bobby adair hugh howey d a wearmouth a g riddle matthew mather nicholas sansbury thomas abrahams

American Cities in Post-Apocalyptic Science Fiction 2015

visions of the american city in post apocalyptic ruin permeate literary and popular fiction across print visual audio and digital media
american cities in post apocalyptic science fiction explores the prevalence of these representations in american culture drawing from a wide
range of primary and critical works from the early twentieth century to today beginning with science fiction in literary magazines before
taking in radio dramas film video games and expansive transmedia franchises robert yeates argues that post apocalyptic representations of
the american city are uniquely suited for explorations of contemporary urban issues examining how the post apocalyptic american city has
been repeatedly adapted and repurposed to new and developing media over the last century this book reveals that the content and form of
such texts work together to create vivid and immersive fictional spaces in ways that would otherwise not be possible chapters present
media specific analyses of these texts situating them within their historical contexts and the broader history of representations of urban
ruins in american fiction original in its scope and cross media approach american cities in post apocalyptic science fiction both illuminates
little studied texts and provides provocative new readings of familiar works such as blade runner and the walking dead placing them within
the larger historical context of imaginings of the american city in ruins

Dystopia, Science Fiction, Post-Apocalypse 2018-07-09

learn how to write post apocalyptic science fiction and survival horror from usa today bestselling author jackson dean chase this
dynamite book covers any type of apocalypse or disaster you want on any scale and any kind of enemy from aliens to zombies it includes 4
complete plot templates tons of story ideas and a step by step walkthrough to show you how the world ends perfect for writing novels
short stories and screenplays note this book was previously published as how to write realistic zombies and post apocalyptic fiction this
new ultimate edition has been extensively revised and updated

Writing Apocalypse and Survival 2015-04-05

it all started with an itch arriving home to los angeles from a weeklong business trip to japan brian pace contracts the deadly shinjuku x
virus six months later and lucky to survive he wakes up in a hospital bed surrounded by death with one thing on his mind his wife veronica and
his five year old son jackson brian sets out to reconnect with his family and is tested again and again ultimately forcing him to redraw the
rules of what he considers right and wrong struggling to stay inside them in a world where the only law is survival some rules are meant
to be broken and they will be post apocalyptic fiction post apocalyptic survival fiction survival fiction dystopian science fiction post
apocalyptic science fiction post apocalyptic stories post apocalyptic thriller dystopian horror science fiction viral apocalypse virus
apocalypse

Shinjuku X: The Darkness (Post Apocalyptic Fiction) 2015-09-06

this is the second and final installment in the shinjuku strain series and picks up where the first book left off with brian pace struggling to
survive in a world that is rapidly changing under the scourge of shinjuku x after murdering his wife and slaying his mutated son brian panics
and is forced to confront what he does not yet know human beings are turning into violent blood thirsty creatures with an appetite for
flesh and a swarm of them is headed right for him brian and dr covitz must set out to find michelle and develop a cure for the disease before
the remaining survivors turn in doing so they must contend with psychopathic leaders each other and a virus that continues to mutate into
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various forms as it threatens to snuff out life on earth ultimately brian must carve a path forward for humanity using his will to survive
as a catalyst to save the world will he succeed or will the world crumble under the scourge of shinjuku x post apocalyptic fiction post
apocalyptic survival fiction survival fiction dystopian science fiction post apocalyptic science fiction post apocalyptic stories post
apocalyptic thriller dystopian horror science fiction viral apocalypse virus apocalypse

Shinjuku X: The Light (Post Apocalyptic Fiction) 2020-02-19

the invaders are gone earth is in ruins the strong prey on the weak in the wastelands of what s left a lone gunslinger delivers his own brand
of justice some call him lawman some call him madman some call him vigilante some call him killer some call him legend they all call him the
sheriff this is his story with vibes of classic westerns against a post apocalyptic sci fi backdrop if you like firefly westworld mad max or
the dark tower the books you ll love the sheriff

The Sheriff 2021-03-08

this book explores the post apocalyptic novel in american literature from the 1940s to the present as reflections of a growing anxiety
about the decline of us hegemony post apocalyptic novels imagine human responses to the aftermath of catastrophe the shape of the future
they imagine is defined by the remainder when what is left behind expresses itself in storytelling tropes since 1945 the portentous fate of the
united states has shifted from the irradiated future of nuclear holocaust to the saltwater wash of global warming theorist brent ryan
bellamy illuminates the political unconscious of post apocalyptic writing drawing on a range of disciplinary fields including science fiction
studies american studies energy humanities research and critical race theory from george r stewart s earth abides to n k jemisin s the fifth
season remainders of the american century describes the tension between a reactionary impulse and the progressive impetus for a new world
brent ryan bellamy weaves a rich and diverse tapestry of fictions all of which navigate the changing valences of apocalypse survival and
remainders during the rise and fall of the post second world war american century given the global post apocalyptic reality we all
currently inhabit this is a timely and significant study brent ryan bellamy weaves a rich and diverse tapestry of fictions all of which
navigate the changing valences of apocalypse survival and remainders during the rise and fall of the post second world war american
century given the global post apocalyptic reality we all currently inhabit this is a timely and significant study gerry canavan author of
octavia e butler

Remainders of the American Century 2016-08-14

from the new york times bestseller dima zales comes an action packed sci fi adventure set in a post singularity future for a limited time get
all 3 full length novels 1000 pages in one convenient discounted bundle when invisible technology runs everything and memories can t be
trusted how does one sort the truth from the lies oasis the last habitable area on post apocalyptic earth is meant to be a paradise a place
where everyone is content vulgarity violence insanity and other ills are but a distant memory and even death no longer plagues the last
surviving humans theo a twenty three year old youth has never fit in with the serene age divided oasis society but it s only when he starts
hearing a girl s voice in his head that he realizes that nothing is what it seems phoe is his imaginary friend or is she as secrets are unveiled theo
is dragged into a dangerous game where the virtual and the real worlds collide what does it mean to be human what does it mean to be real
theo is about to find out warning this book contains some strong language we felt it was important for the censorship theme of the novel if
such words offend you you might not enjoy this book if in doubt please read the sample before buying note this is a complete trilogy
containing three full length novels oasis limbo and haven

The Last Humans: The Complete Trilogy 2018-11-10

the last man is a post apocalyptic science fiction novel by mary shelley which was first published in 1826 the book tells of a future world
that has been ravaged by a plague the novel was harshly reviewed at the time and except for a 1924 silent film based on it was virtually
unknown having been eclipsed by shelley s more popular works until a scholarly revival in the 1960s it is notable in part for its semi
biographical portraits of romantic figures in shelley s circle particularly shelley s late husband percy bysshe shelley and lord byron

The Last Man 2021-11-15

a fresh provocative history of urban ruins in popular culture american cities in post apocalyptic science fiction traces the image of urban
ruins across twentieth and twenty first century american media surveying pulp magazines radio dramas films video games and the transmedia
franchise robert yeates explores how the synergy of technological innovation and artistic vision created an increasingly immersive space to
reimagine the urban future through a series of medium specific case studies yeates offers provocative new readings of familiar works such as
blade runner and the walking dead situated against a fresh history of ruined cities in american literature

American Cities in Post-Apocalyptic Science Fiction 2014-01-29

starting with the history of apocalyptic tradition in the west and focusing on modern japanese apocalyptic science fiction in manga anime and
novels motoko tanaka shows how science fiction reflected and coped with the devastation in japanese national identity after 1945

Apocalypse in Contemporary Japanese Science Fiction 2018-01-15

the north koreans launch a surprise nuclear emp attack on the usa joe harp had a cabin and land in southern oregon when everything goes bad
and retreats to the cabin to survive the massive die off that was always predicted for an apocalypse now he has to learn how to survive
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in a post apocalyptic world without military or survival training and to make matters worse others look to him for support and guidance

American Survivor 2023-09-26

step into the world of the shockwave moments before the first pulse hits the country two key players reveal their connection to the
dreaded electromagnetic machine gretchen is a scientist working on a blood and dna project to protect civilians from emp strikes alec is
working on a similar tool he built an electric dome to keep those enclosed safe from imminent attacks this is the prequel to the completed
trilogy the shockwave continue the series with book one transient pulse

The Fall 2024-02-19

the rusted wasteland robot sci fi series comes to an unforgettable conclusion with the sixth and final installment by author cameron coral
hope rises from the ruins in the desolate forests of minnesota block the humble cleanerbot searches for a rumored safe haven where he and his
friends can live in peace as new alliances form old enemies lurk in the shadows threatening the fragile peace block endeavors to build in this
thought provoking work of speculative fiction leadership and legacy in the remnants of chicago nova grapples with the mantle of leadership
amid rising tensions a dangerous robot human militia sweeps across the land bringing the threat of war nova faces the reality of
safeguarding a city built on the ashes of a fallen civilization cybel venatrix embarks on a quest to rescue oxford only to find herself
ensnared in the twisted grip of a power hungry robot from the ruins of the past to the hopeful glow of the future steel legacy invites
readers to explore the depths of courage the price of peace and the power of friendship in the face of oblivion in this action packed science
fiction adventure heartwarming science fiction will block and his allies stand tall as the architects of a new peace or will their adversaries
throw the world back into turmoil discover the fate of the rusted wasteland in this thrilling final installment of the sci fi post
apocalyptic series steel legacy is a heartwarming science fiction tale of unlikely friendship robot redemption and the enduring power of hope
with themes of relatable robot heroes found family unlikely allies and the struggle for a better future this robot uprising story delivers a
satisfying and emotionally resonant conclusion to the beloved series if you enjoy character driven science fiction with heart pounding
action and emotional depth then you ll love the sixth and final book of this award winning post apocalyptic sci fi series and its
unforgettable robot protagonist embark on the last leg of this extraordinary science fiction journey with steel legacy the thrilling
conclusion to the acclaimed rusted wasteland series steel legacy is the sixth and final novel in the complete rusted wasteland series about
a robot protecting found family amid a human vs robot war for fans of jn chaney m r forbes and kyla stone this is a hope punk sci fi book
that is heartwarming and full of futuristic action

Steel Legacy: A Post Apocalyptic Robot Science Fiction Novel (Rusted Wasteland Book 6)
2023-01-03

a devastating plague kids treated like lab rats can a teenager develop her powers in time to rescue the ones she loves the hybrid cure is the
first book in the kaseath chronicles a ya post apocalyptic science fiction series

The Hybrid Cure 2023-11-14

facing your demons is hard it s even harder when one of them will not stop talking it s 2085 in a barren united states manufactured
creatures and warring factions abound a pharmaceutical company controls the government and seeks to return the country to its former
glory disastrous consequences wreak havoc on the remaining population in stella s case she has the pleasure of being annoyed by a snarky
hallucination who loves to chatter about her dark past but the irksome specter is the least of stella s worries she s being hunted penny the
sly leader of a dangerous gang pursues stella with ruthless conviction and she s closing in in the chaos of the collapsing country stella s
best friend is captured by the company she must rescue him before he s subjected to lethal experiments or worse as the threats circle ever
closer stella discovers she holds the key to the country s salvation she must decide how far she s willing to go to take down the company
and save her friend even if it means teaming up with her worst enemies and dragging her darkest demons into the light and time is running out the
company s plans are close to fruition

The Darkness All Around Us 2017-09-26

all john wanted to do was get away for his life in kluane national park for a weekend hike camp and chill instead the world comes to an end
in a series of blue boxes animals start evolving and monsters start spawning now he has to survive the apocalypse get back to civilisation
and not lose his mind life in the north is book 1 of the system apocalypse a litrpg apocalypse book that combines modern day life science
fiction and fantasy elements along with game mechanics

Life in the North 2016-04-08

since the beginning of the twenty first century major anglophone authors have flocked to a literary form once considered lowbrow genre
fiction the post apocalyptic novel calling on her broad knowledge of the history of apocalyptic literature hicks examines the most
influential post apocalyptic novels written since the beginning of the new millennium including works by margaret atwood david mitchell
cormac mccarthy jeanette winterson colson whitehead and paolo bacigalupi situating her careful readings in relationship to the scholarship
of a wide range of historians theorists and literary critics she argues that these texts use the post apocalyptic form to reevaluate
modernity in the context of the new century s political economic and ecological challenges in the immediate wake of disaster the characters
in these novels desperately scavenge the scraps of the modern world but what happens to modernity beyond these first moments of salvage in
a period when postmodernism no longer defines cultural production hicks convincingly demonstrates that these writers employ conventions
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of post apocalyptic genre fiction to reengage with key features of modernity from historical thinking and the institution of nationhood to
rationality and the practices of literacy itself

The Post-Apocalyptic Novel in the Twenty-First Century 2020-09-02

months after the apocalypse the system keeps throwing new surprises at john lee and his friends they ve got an incipient dungeon to handle one
that has killed them all but as the weary and battered team returns to whitehorse they find new alien visitors at their doorstep facing new
threats from within and without the city of whitehorse is going to have to pull together the system apocalypse issue 6 is an adaptation of
the bestselling litrpg life in the north featuring monsters character screens xp dragons and science fiction mecha in one heady post
apocalyptic blend the original book is available in ebook paperback hardcover and audiobook versions

The System Apocalypse Issue 6 2019-10-04

military sci fi adventure series the apex trilogy chronicles the zombie apocalypse where the dead have mechs dead mech in a post apocalyptic
far future there is only one thing that can save the fragile civilizations humanity has cobbled together the mechs a ragtag crew of mech
pilots must battle the undead hordes cannibal tribes and religious cults in a daily race to keep humanity safe but now a threat worse than
anything has surfaced and is growing stronger the undead have reanimated in their own battle machines and created the rise of the dead mechs
dead mech is a zombie filled post apocalyptic military scifi mecha action adventure novel like no other reviews it s mechs it s zombies it s
zombies in mechs you already know you re going to buy it so just get it over with new york times bestselling author scott sigler even if you
re like me kinda over zombies go get this awesome book john goodreads review when i started this book i was already a fan of jake bible but
this book made me an even bigger fan laura goodreads review giant fighting robots zombies epic amy goodreads review suspenseful psychotic
and artistically profane mason goodreads review the americans the exciting sidequel to dead mech is a hellride through europe asia and
beyond as american ghost heather walton must save her family her friends and an all important cargo the world has survived the north
american zombie apocalypse but americans struggle to maintain their place in a world where the powers that be no longer want them and will
stop at nothing to put an end to their standing and their very existence reviews a very different book from dead mech but you still have the
great characters non stop action and imaginative technologies i finished it in 2 days work interrupted me and immediately downloaded the
final book in the trilogy beth goodreads review 4 stars all i can really say at this point that might make sense is what the literal
fudgesicle did i just read from cover to cover practically without stopping ziggy goodreads review brilliant book i have read jake bibles
other apex trilogy book dead mech and thoroughly enjoyed it and have been waiting for the next part of the trilogy this book did not
disappoint kay goodreads review metal and ash will fifty foot battle mechs be enough against hundreds of thousands of techno zombies
ready to wipe everything living off the scorched map that is the wasteland alliances are formed and broken mech pilots are made and murdered
secrets are revealed and agendas destroyed and thousands of bodies fall and rise again what began in the wasteland of dead mech continued
alongside in europe and asia in the americans now has its epic conclusion in metal and ash reviews wow wow wow i literally could not stop
reading this book action packed all the way to the last page i m sad that it s over amy goodreads review a great end to the apex series matt
goodreads review to start in this was the best of the 3 books hands down i felt that as a whole this last book was the real prize bex
goodreads review keywords zombies mech post apocalyptic mecha wasteland apocalypse science fiction undead mecha mechs scifi action
adventure military armor power armor cyberpunk technothriller post apocalypse techno zombies key phrases the walking dead apocalyptic
fiction apocalyptic books post apocalypse books zombie apocalypse weapons mech warrior battletech post apocalyptic books post
apocalyptic fiction post apocalyptic collection zombie apocalypse survival kit zombie apocalypse books battle machine books military
science fiction kindle books technothriller books military scifi books other books by jake bible by series roak galactic bounty hunter series the
z burbia series the mega team grendel thrillers the flipside sagas max rage intergalactic badass black box inc series dead mech the apex trilogy
the salvage merc one series fighting iron series dead team alpha series the antibio series the kaiju winter series reign of four by genre science
fiction roak galactic bounty hunter series max rage intergalactic badass the flipside sagas the salvage merc one series drop team zero
outpost hell galactic vice agent prime dead mech the apex trilogy fighting iron series mech corps reign of four the antibio series in perpetuity
thriller action adventure max rage intergalactic badass the mega team grendel thrillers the flipside sagas blood cruise agent prime galactic
vice post apocalyptic the z burbia series dead team alpha series dead mech the apex trilogy everrealm fighting iron series the antibio series the
kaiju winter series zombies the z burbia series dead team alpha series dead mech the apex trilogy everrealm horror the z burbia series blood
cruise stone cold bastards fantasy urban fantasy dark fantasy black box inc series stone cold bastards everrealm ya mg novels
scarescapes middle grade scifi adventure intentional haunting 2014 bram stoker award finalist ya horror little dead man ya zombie
apocalypse

Dead Mech Trilogy Box Set 2019-01-21

readers of analog asimov locus magazine will enjoy the clash of the aliens dystopian post apocalyptic pentalogy global reaction to
richard nixon s resignation broadcast creates a giant pulse of electromagnetic energy that is noticed light years away in other parts of the
universe the event alerts alien races who recognize and need the resources of earth decades later humanity destroys itself taylor mcpherson
from cleveland ohio whose life is shattered by terrorist induced armageddon rises to confront ensuing anarchy he and his clan struggle to
establish a society where the rule of law prevails proud fierce and free they take the first steps to restoring law and justice suddenly the
aliens arrive and things aren t good for the surviving humans who must now confront them m b wood scollapse the first installment in the
clash of the aliens series delivers a post apocalyptic thrill ride wood weaves a fast paced narrative moving between a far off alien race on
a collision course with our world and its survivors left to pick up the pieces after terrorist instigated nuclear holocaust fans of prepper
post apocalyptic tales the likes of joe nobody s holding their own series will feel right at home in this novel as much as any sci fi fan native
clevelanders are in for a special treat and will recognize the real life locations referenced in the book read all five in the series collapse isbn
978 1 387 33591 6 stranger isbn 978 1 387 52302 3 the hoo li chronicles isbn 978 1 387 60260 5 new star isbn 978 1 387 60261 2
dawn isbn 978 1 387 60262 9 kirkus review after a nuclear strike ravages the world suburbanites in northeast ohio struggle in a harsh
new environment of subsistence survival and murderous gangs unaware an alien spaceship is en route nuclear holocaust savagery and space
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aliens converge on cleveland in a competent start to a five part series more information available at clashofthealiens com

Collapse: Clash of the Aliens (Book 1) 2023-08-25

can a timid robot keep his favorite human alive block has finally found a safe place for wally the baby girl he safeguarded across the war
torn wastelands or so he thinks but the humans he s entrusted with her care won t let him visit her so he follows his cleaning routines and
misses her more every day when the humans are forced to surrender wally to soldierbots or face extermination block will do anything to
keep her safe even if that means aligning with a former enemy a colossal mech and their motley army of renegade robots together they must
face down militaristic soldierbots fleets of attack drones and warbots that will stop at nothing to claim the child she holds the key to
humanity s survival or their doom if you enjoy characters with heart and page turning adventures then you ll love the second book of this
post apocalyptic sci fi series and its robot main character

Steel Defender 2023-08-25

the critically acclaimed robot sci fi series reaches new heights with the fourth installment by award nominated author cameron coral a
post apocalyptic manhattan a medical researcher hides a secret that could transform humanity block s search for wally leads him to mach
x s impenetrable skyscraper in new york city outside the gates a military battalion of soldierbots guards an encampment of trapped human
survivors in this action packed science fiction adventure infiltrating the enemy stronghold block embarks on a bold mission to infiltrate the
tower in a bid for wally s freedom a mission for which the cost may prove too high to bear will block succeed in his desperate attempt or
will he be crushed by the combined might of mach x s forces in this thought provoking work of speculative fiction a heartwarming science
fiction epic steel siege continues the heartwarming science fiction tale of unlikely friendship and robot redemption that has captivated readers
throughout the series with higher stakes and more dangerous challenges block s unwavering dedication to his found family will tug at your
heartstrings as he navigates the perils of a world where the line between man and machine has never been more blurred if you enjoy character
driven science fiction with heart pounding action and emotional depth then you ll love the fourth book of this post apocalyptic sci fi series
and its robot protagonist embark on an unforgettable science fiction journey with steel siege the thrilling sequel to the award finalist steel
guardian steel defender and steel protector steel siege is the fourth novel in the rusted wasteland complete series about a robot protecting
found family amid a human vs robot war for fans of jn chaney m r forbes and kyla stone this is a hope punk sci fi book that is heartwarming
and full of futuristic action

Steel Siege: A Post Apocalyptic Robot Science Fiction Novel (Rusted Wasteland Book 4)
2023-01-03

a devastating plague kids treated like lab rats can a teenager develop her powers in time to rescue the ones she loves the hybrid cure is the
first book in the kaseath chronicles a ya post apocalyptic science fiction series

The Hybrid Cure 2021-07-16

when a deadly virus sweeps the country vivian thomas sets out for california in hopes of seeing the daughter she gave up for adoption but
when her car breaks down she s faced with a choice give up or accept a ride from redneck brothers angus and axl vivian knows the offer has
more to do with her double d s than kindness but she s prepared to do whatever it takes to reach her daughter the virus is spreading and by
the time the group makes it to california most of the population has been wiped out when the dead start coming back vivian and the others
realize that no electricity or running water are the least of their concerns now vivian must learn how to be a mom under the most
frightening circumstances cope with angus s aggressive mood swings and sort out her growing attraction to his brooding younger brother
axl while searching for a safe place to go the group meets a pompous billionaire who may be the answer to all their problems trusting him
means going into the middle of the mojave desert and possibly risking their lives but with the streets overrun and nowhere else to turn it
seems he might be their only chance for survival

Broken World 2020-11-23

the riveting third book in the ending series hope brought them together but it s now fear that drives them and threatens to tear them apart
zoe and her companions succeeded in rescuing dani from the colony but not without sacrifice beaten and broken they head west determined to
leave behind the torment and horrors they experienced in colorado as dani and zoe make the perilous trek home to bodega bay they learn that
danger can take many forms other survivors their friends even themselves and that things are rarely what they seem zoe is desperate to
become the woman she sees in others memories while dani struggles to conceal damaging secrets risking losing herself her humanity completely
together they must rediscover the true meaning of friendship love and trust and learn just how hard they re willing to fight for what
remains of their shattered world as relationships are put to the test second chances are given and new life emerges death lurks in the most
unlikely of places to survive dani and zoe must accept that sometimes hope alone isn t enough out of the ashes is the third installment in the
bestselling post apocalyptic sci fi series the ending series and features gut wrenching struggles more secrets revealed and the test of true
friendship all with a touch of romance the ending series the ending beginnings omnibus edition after the ending into the fire out of the ashes
before the dawn world before a collection of stories the ending legacy world after the raven queen keywords post apocalyptic post apoc
viral apocalypse superpowers apocalypse psychic apocalypse science fantasy science fiction for women sci fi for women post apocalyptic
for women post apoc for women new adult post apocalyptic new adult pa new adult post apoc new adult sci fi new adult science fiction
new adult dystopian new adult apocalypse new adult apocalyptic
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Out Of The Ashes 2021-10-17

on an earth decimated by war a lone gunslinger delivers justice protecting the innocent and righting the wrongs of a broken world some call
him lawman some call him madman some call him vigilante some call him killer some call him legend they all call him the sheriff this is chapter
two of his story in the tradition of classic westerns and set against a post apocalyptic sci fi backdrop if you like fallout firefly mad max
or the dark tower you ll love the sheriff

The Sheriff 2 2020

embark on an extraordinary journey beyond the bounds of earth with spaceman a heart pounding post apocalyptic thriller that will leave
you breathless from the very first page cayton shepard an intrepid astronaut finds himself 249 miles above the earth s surface when
disaster strikes in an instant the lights go out plunging him into the eerie darkness of space cut off from all communication and armed with
limited power he clings to an unyielding determination to reunite with his beloved family stranded aboard the international space station
shepard s unwavering goal becomes clear to find his way back home against all odds with resourcefulness as his only ally he must rely on
his intellect and ingenuity to navigate the vast expanse of the cosmos and overcome the formidable challenges that lie ahead as shepard
battles against the relentless void of space his mind races with uncertainty what awaits him on earth will he be greeted by a world forever
changed with each passing moment the suspense builds fueling the desperate pursuit of answers spaceman is a riveting fusion of post
apocalyptic and dystopian storytelling masterfully crafted to immerse you in a world teetering on the edge of destruction authored with
the invaluable insights of former astronauts nasa team members and esteemed astrophysicists this tale pulsates with a unique sense of
detail and desperation that will captivate your imagination prepare to be spellbound as you join clayton shepard on his quest for survival
where every decision could mean the difference between life and death spaceman deftly captures the human spirit s indomitable will in the face
of unimaginable challenges exploring themes of love resilience and the unbreakable bonds that tie us to our loved ones don t miss your chance
to experience the awe inspiring adventure of spaceman acquire your copy now and be transported into a world where the vast expanse of
space becomes both a haunting backdrop and a relentless adversary remember even in the darkest void the flame of hope burns brightest

SpaceMan 2014-02-17

john lee has made it back to civilization but whitehorse is very different from the sleepy small town in the yukon he knew at first john tries to
find a new life but monsters abound in the apocalypse and he s drawn back into the fray in search of survivors john meets new aliens
potential allies and old friends but the apocalypse is more dangerous than he knows and it ll take everything he has to survive the system
apocalypse comics is adapted from the best selling system apocalypse novels a litrpg science fiction and fantasy apocalyptic series written
by tao wong

The System Apocalypse Issue 3: A Post-Apocalyptic LitRPG Comic 2018-04-18

they narrowly escaped the end of world but the real problems for the three thousand souls aboard cruise ship spirit of arcadia have only
just begun now their priority is to find enough food to sustain the whole community possibly the last humans alive captain jake noah has a
plan but there s barely time to put it into action before a new menace threatens the lives of everyone a deadly virus as the mutated
contagion sweeps the ship the race is on to create a cure before all succumb to a painful and messy demise contagion is the second book in the
thrilling noah s ark series keywords apocalypse apocalyptic post apocalyptic sci fi science fiction virus medical medicine contagious
mutation sickness end of the world sea stories sea adventures cruise ship action adventure thriller series serial saga books about the
apocalypse last survivors last humans end of days

Noah's Ark: Contagion (Post Apocalyptic Sea Adventure) 2022-05-17

rising from the darkness book 4 emp post apocalyptic science fiction joe and his band of intrepid survivors have joined a larger group of
survivalists they are making life much better by implementing mutual assistance groups that help protect each other and barter among
themselves while life is getting better there are still threats to handle and pain to endure the loss of a several loved members rocks the
group and shakes their faith joe and cobie make sure the group uses the pain to make the group stronger as they fight to rid oregon and
northern california of gangs and slavers life is tough in the apocalypse but this band is a tough bunch of survivors

Rising from the Darkness: American Apocalypse: Book 4 Emp Post Apocalyptic Science Fiction
2018-11-14

this unique and meticulously edited collection of stanley g weinbaum s greatest sci fi works includes the black flame x000d dawn of flame
x000d the adaptive ultimate x000d the circle of zero x000d pygmalion s spectacles

The Apocalyptic & Post-Apocalyptic Collection 2018-12-20

there has been a nuclear war on earth and from the ashes rose a new society with a world government run from the capital city built on
manhattan island after manhattan was obliterated by a sun bomb far out in space a four eyed eight armed alien known only as the nipe is
looking for someplace to set down and repair his damaged gradually failing spaceship nipe crashes on earth and begins to wreak carnage and
death as it tries to survive and to find a way off the planet no one survives contact with the alien and no one can determine the reasons for
its actions the only solution appears to be to develop an enhanced human to confront and defeat the alien
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Anything You Can Do… 2014-12-07

what would you die for erica s saga continues in the second installment of the ruler of ashes series a post apocalyptic military science
fiction thriller crimson sky has ravaged the earth and transformed humans into apex predators known as hunters the order once sure of their
superiority have been driven beneath the earth betrayed by their creations the children of the order a genetically manipulated race gifted with
superhuman capabilities an ancient evil has emerged technologically advanced otherworldly and deadly alliances will shift as the children
align with what they believe is ideologically right

Born of Chaos 2023-12-06

this is the complete extensis vitae series books 1 4 michael reznik is a soldier who wakes up in a mysterious underground bunker with a
technologically advanced body he doesn t recognize the people around him have cast aside fighting and warfare they haven t needed them until
now reznik is charged with tracking down a band of ruthless killers and finding a kidnapped doctor he finds himself honor bound to do what is
right for the people who brought him back from the dead a peaceful people are depending on him to do what is right can he live up to their
expectations even when he finds out that his new body has an expiration date extensis vitae is a gritty post apocalyptic science fiction
adventure keyword tags science fiction science fiction book sci fi sci fi book sci fi adventure sci fi adventure book science fiction adventure
science fiction adventure book action cyberpunk cyberpunk book military military sci fi apocalypse post apocalypse post apocalyptic post
apocalyptic book post apocalyptic sci fi post apocalyptic science fiction post apocalyptic sci fi book genetic engineering dystopia
dystopian dystopian book dystopian sci fi dystopian science fiction corporation thriller technothriller biotech bio tech nanotech nano tech
strong female character strong female lead strong female protagonist box set box sets science fiction box set sci fi box set omnibus

Extensis Vitae: The Complete Series 2014-12-01

with zombies on board the crashing plane is the least of her problems when araminta boards her flight for a surprise visit with her twin sister
she never imagined the undead were on board stranded in upstate new york she faces a daunting challenge find her sister who is hundreds of
miles away and doesn t know araminta is in the united states determined to reach her twin but wary of being beholden to others she begins her
treacherous journey as she fights to survive in a world that s falling apart araminta is confronted with a stark reality sooner or later
she ll have to take a chance and trust a stranger steel city apocalypse is a gripping post apocalyptic thriller with flawed yet complex
characters and super charged action a zombie apocalypse survival series perfect for fans of jonathan maberry sarah lyons fleming baileigh
higgins christopher artinian and zach bohannon grab your machete and join the steel city apocalypse today keywords action action
adventure action and adventure action books action novels adventure adventure books adventure novels disaster disaster books disaster
fiction disaster strikes disaster survival disaster survival fiction disaster dystopian dystopian fiction dystopian novels dystopian young
adult emp fiction emp lodge emp lodge series emp post apocalytic survival fiction emp post apocalytic survival fiction emp survival emp
survival in a powerless world emp survival series everyday hero everyday heroine hard working man post apocalyptic post apocalyptic
book post apocalyptic fiction post apocalyptic novels post apocalyptic science fiction post apocalyptic series post apocalyptic
survival fiction post apocalyptic post apocalyptic book post apocalyptic fiction post apocalyptic novels post apocalyptic science
fiction post apocalyptic series post apocalyptic survival fiction prepper prepper fiction prepper novel science fiction horror strong female
strong female character strong female lead strong male strong male lead survival survival fiction survivalist thriller plane crash planes
flight disasters ya post apocalyptic dystopian ya young adult zombie apocalypse books zombie apocalypse zombie books zombie box set
zombie horror zoo zookeeper

Undead Impact

the first book in the emotionally charged post apocalyptic series the ending they may have survived the apocalypse but the virus changed
them grad student dani o connor won t let a cross country move end her closest friendship but when a mysterious virus consumes the world
and dani herself falls violently ill she fears she ll never see her loved ones again after her fever finally breaks she barely recognizes the
devastated world around her everyone is dead dani is all alone or so she thinks as a bartender zoe is used to dealing with hotheads and
dirtbags but nothing could have prepared her for the twisted thoughts of her fellow survivors her family is gone and anyone left alive in the
world is either sick crazy or changed like her as her newfound super senses gain strength zoe must learn to control them before she loses
herself to madness completely perilous terrain spans the distance between them and deranged survivors lurk in dark corners everywhere can
dani and zoe overcome deadly attacks and unseen dangers in order to find each other or will they lose their way and their lives along the
journey after the ending is the first book in the evocative superpowered post apocalyptic adventure the ending series if you like unbreakable
friendships gritty dystopian settings and a touch of romance then you ll love lindsey pogue and lindsey fairleigh s heart wrenching tale the
ending series after the ending into the fire out of the ashes before the dawn beginnings the ending series origin stories world before the ending
series prequel short stories the ending legacy world after the raven queen keywords post apocalyptic ebook post apocalyptic book
dystopian ebook dystopian book sci fi romance post apoc post apocalyptic science fantasy post apocalyptic post apoc viral apocalypse
superpowers apocalypse psychic apocalypse science fantasy science fiction for women sci fi for women post apocalyptic for women post
apoc for women new adult post apocalyptic new adult pa new adult post apoc new adult sci fi new adult science fiction new adult
dystopian new adult apocalypse new adult apocalyptic

After The Ending

skin city has been liberated offering a flicker of hope to all who live in the wasteland that times are changing but it has been a pyrrhic
victory one coming at great cost to the few remaining that seek to carry on the fight war looms on the horizon as the survivors now seek
to take the fight against the overwhelming might of thorne industries rin takahashi finds herself thrust into the spotlight at the forefront
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of the struggle one which she never wanted yet feels honor bound to carry on in memory of a fallen friend meanwhile marcus strives to save
the woman he loves from the soulless corporation that threatens to consume them both and james mason nears the end of a long road
attempting to make things right after a lifetime where so much went wrong these three find themselves in a desperate battle as they seek to
topple thorne industries in a war that will shake the foundations of the continent extensis vitae empire of dust is the thrilling conclusion of
the gritty action packed extensis vitae series keyword tags science fiction science fiction book sci fi sci fi book sci fi adventure sci fi
adventure book science fiction adventure science fiction adventure book action cyberpunk cyberpunk book military military sci fi apocalypse
post apocalypse post apocalyptic post apocalyptic book post apocalyptic sci fi post apocalyptic science fiction post apocalyptic sci fi
book genetic engineering dystopia dystopian dystopian book dystopian sci fi dystopian science fiction corporation thriller technothriller
biotech bio tech nanotech nano tech strong female character strong female lead strong female protagonist

Extensis Vitae: Empire of Dust
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